You’re local, we’re local!
Call today

Lightning speeds

50/5 Mbps

$58.95

STEVE GROSSMAN

75/10 Mbps

$61.95

781.348.2350

100/30 Mbps

$67.95

200/30 Mbps

$81.95

300/30 Mbps

$99.95

Wireless network support

Mbps

$45.95

up to

20/2 Mbps

300
under $100

BUSINESS INTERNET

Business Services Specialist

sgrossman@beld.com

$3.95

www.beld.com

When you choose BELD Broadband you’re
choosing a local business like your own. We’re
your friends and neighbors with top-notch customer support—the very things you’ve come to
expect from BELD.

BUSINESS DOUBLE

Pick the best Internet, phone and video services
for your business needs and enjoy the fact that
BELD is right around the corner, keeping dollars
in your town … and in your pocket!

BELD Broadband Internet & phone

$79.95

100 Mbps Internet
Phone (unlimited US calling)
• Keep your existing number
• Additional phone lines +$29.50
• Additional fax lines +$16.05
add
BASIC TV for just $20 more

Free standard installation, no port
charges, and no activation fee!

Faster speeds available
STEVE GROSSMAN
Business Services Specialist

781.348.2350

sgrossman@beld.com
Internet speeds may vary with conditions. Actual speeds are “up to” and are not guaranteed. A DOCSIS 3.0 or above modem required to receive speeds above 20 Mbps.
Wireless speeds may be less than expected depending on device (speed is burstable). Our advertised speeds are for a direct connection to the modem with a wire. We
cannot guarantee WiFi speeds because we cannot control the customer environment. For the fastest possible WiFi wireless speeds, your computer must be equipped with a
5.8 GHz wireless adapter. Advertised speeds are indexed to a wired connection to the cable modem. WiFi is a convenience service that is shared with all other Wifi-enabled
networks and devices in the vicinity—not just your own devices at your location, so speeds can be substantially slower than a wired connection. WiFi speeds are better when
configured for 5.8 Ghz rather than 2.4 Ghz, but it is still a service shared with all other devices and networks in the vicinity. WiFi should be considered a service that replaces
a wire with radio waves for the sake of convenience, but sacrifices speed and performance to achieve that convenience. Adapters that connect via USB port are available at
retailers for those who don’t know how to--or don’t want to--modify their computers. For the best connection always run a cat5 ethernet cable. Equipment required for all BELD
Broadband cable programming, HD equipment required for HD programming. A standard one-time activation/setup fee for all new phone customers may be applied as well as
a port charge if keeping existing number. Equipment, installation, taxes and fees extra. Other restrictions may apply.

